
From: Julia Stuckless <juliastuckless@hotmail.com>
Sent: April-01-14 2:21 PM
To: Office

Subject: Please read at legislation for Bill 37

To those Interested in passing Bill 37

To start off today I would like to quote the words of Stephen McNeil from a Newspaper Article dated
September 15 2013 about the new plans for healthcare across this province.

The Liberals would also set up a chronic disease innovation fund, McNeil said, with the idea that

researchers would also try to leverage funding form Ottawa as well as private money.

It plans to focus resources on front-line staff and directing money toward retaining graduate and

experienced nurses.

McNeil said his party's plan will address issues around nurse overtime.

"Working in conjunction with nurses ensuring, quite frankly, that we focus the precious health-care
dollars that we have on front-line health-care professionals, nurses and doctors, and spend less on

administration,"he said.

The Liberals have no plans to legislate against work stoppages in the health system, McNeil said,
arguing that in jurisdictions where that legislation exists itsimply results in illegal walkouts.

"We've made it veryclear we agree with the collective bargaining process,"he said.

Thank you Mr McNeil for your bold faced lies!!! The public should not be putting blame on the
nurses for standing up the hard fight for patient safety, a mere few months ago you were on our side
as well, what gives?
If you knew all along that creating legislation would cause an illegal walkout, then you have failed no
one else!

In June 2007 the Supreme Court of Canada extensively reviewed the rationale for regarding
collective bargaining as a human right. In the case of Facilities Subsector Bargaining Association v.
British Columbia, the Court made the following observations:

The right to bargain collectively with an employer enhances the human dignity, liberty and autonomy
of workers bygiving them the opportunity to influence the establishment ofworkplace rules and
thereby gain some control overa major aspect of their lives, namely their work... Collective
bargaining is not simply an instrument for pursuing external ends...rather [it] is intrinsically valuable
as an experience in self-government... Collective bargaining permits workers to achieve a form of
workplace democracy and to ensure the rule of law in the workplace. Workers gain a voice to
influence the establishment of rules that control a major aspect of their lives.[6]
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As a nurse I depend on my right to bargain collectively to maintain a healthy workplace and
home environment, I feel that the passing of this legislature will be the start to the end of my career in
Nova Scotia. As a nurse we come to work because we genuinely care about the public. How can
healthcare workers continue to be selfless and work the way we are when we feel that there is no
one to stand up to for our rights!

A collogue of mine wrote this and I agree 100% and often feel like this on a regular basis:
I am going to share to you about a day in the life of a young nurse. I care for you, your child

and your mother. I have witnessed the miracle of life, whether it be while your child is brought into the
world, or holding your fathers hand as he leaves this world. I have provided a shoulder for you to
shed your tears, and I have shed my tears on my colleagues shoulder. I may look too happy at work
while your loved one suffers and I don't mean to offend you with that, but sometime a smile and laugh
with a coworker is what I need to continue in with my day. I love nursing, however what I do not love,
is leaving a shift in tears because we were unable to fill a sick call due to capital health policy, and I
was forced to work short staffed with too many patients. I feel as if I am in a moral and ethical
dilemma as I care for an unsafe amount of patients.

I urge you all to not support the passing of Bill 37,
Sincerely,
Julia Stuckless PROUD RN


